Nanoparticle-mediated local depletion of tumour-associated platelets disrupts vascular barriers and augments drug accumulation in tumours.
Limited intratumoural perfusion and nanoparticle retention remain major bottlenecks for the delivery of nanoparticle therapeutics into tumours. Here, we show that polymer-lipid-peptide nanoparticles delivering the antiplatelet antibody R300 and the chemotherapeutic agent doxorubicin can locally deplete tumour-associated platelets, thereby enhancing vascular permeability and augmenting the accumulation of the nanoparticles in tumours. R300 is specifically released in the tumour on cleavage of the lipid-peptide shell of the nanoparticles by matrix metalloprotease 2, which is commonly overexpressed in tumour vascular endothelia and stroma, thus facilitating vascular breaches that enhance tumour permeability. We also show that this strategy leads to substantial tumour regression and metastasis inhibition in mice.